






            

Our ability to attract an incoming workforce is directly tied to our 
perceived reputation

Perceived reputation  
& 

Attracting a workforce







Timber Harvesting Magazine’s 2016 Loggers Survey



Except for loggers



Change or die!







Attracting a workforce is directly tied to 
our perceived reputation

That’s our dilemma!



The  tide is shifting! 



• We need a unified story about what 
you do that reflects bio-empathy 

• The #1 thing that this incoming 
workforce is looking for, is what we 
need to create in our industry 

• 70% 

• Finding common shared values

#loggersareheroes



You are saving the forest and in turn you will save the world!





Loggers! Saving the Planet One Harvest at a Time!

Logging is the #1 Cause of Sustaining 
a Viable Forest!

Logging, the Original “Green” job!

Loggers! Cleaning the 
Air One Harvest at a 
Time!

Logging! Maintains One of Our Largest Carbon Sinks! 

Loggers! Fight Pollution!

LOGGING  CURES  DEFORESTATION!







SOCIAL MEDIA ARKETING STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGY

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING STRATEGY

Phones

Computers

Internet

Facebook

YouTube

Twitter

Digg

Lindkedin
Instagram

Snapchat













Embrace the digital age

Educate your crew members on carbon sequestration

Cross train…Rotational programs

Use a mentor

Demand professionalism from your 
employees



Create a mission statement that is forward 
thinking & bio-empathetic

Have a clear vision & communicate it with 
crew members

Support or create local initiates to bring kids into 
the woods, or loggers into classrooms

Donate industry magazines to your town library



Learn to embrace their questions & feedback

Allow them to help solve problems on the job

They need to understand the big picture

They seek intrinsic rewards



Share your story…….the one you write, not written by 
others! 

Share it with this incoming workforce, your community and 
the world 

Don’t be so humble!  Take credit for the heroic things that 
you do for every single consumer on the planet!



We need to market to this  
generation and the world otherwise 
we will experience insurmountable 

turnover and loss!




